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Despite millions in infrastructure investment, organizations are continually affected by cyber incidents. It is more often a lack 
of training, not infrastructure, which allows a threat to become a security incident. Give your security team a thorough 
understanding of how to operate within your organization’s security framework so they may fully leverage the tools they 
already have at their disposal. With the right knowledge base, your organization may be protected from cyber attacks with 
your existing infrastructure. 
 

 
Why Choose Stormwind? 

 

 
Key Benefits 
Stormwind’s Cyber Security Bundle provides 24x7 access, short work-friendly sessions with the best instructors in the 
business, and cinema-quality content to help students stay engaged. With the breadth of security topics available, at a 
bundled price that can’t be matched anywhere else, the StormWind Cyber Security Bundle delivers the following key 
benefits: 
 

 Assessment Skills: Develops security threat intelligence skills that protect organizations from cyber threats. 

 Prevention Skills: Emphasizes penetration testing as a proactive approach to securing networks.  

 Planning and Framework Skills: Leverage the different tactics organizations employ in protecting their information 
systems. 

 Forensic Skills: Respond effectively, get a full picture of what happened, identify your vulnerability 
 
What You Get 
The Cyber Security Bundle includes a full year of access to the following certification-based security courses:  

 CompTIA Security+ 

 CyberSec First Responder: Threat Detection and Response 

 EC Council Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) 

 (ISC)2 Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) 

 (ISC)2 Certified Cloud Security Professional (CCSP) – Coming in 2016 
 

The bundle includes a year of access to: 
 Multiple LIVE instructor-led class events 
 24x7 access to Instant Replays - On Demand HD video recordings of the Live class sessions 
 Certification Practice Exams (where applicable) 
 Hands-On Labs (where applicable) 
 1:1 Mentoring 
 Student Study Guides 

 

 

With massively engaging content, Hollywood style HD 
delivery, and passionate instructors that live and breathe IT, 
Stormwind EPIC Live was designed and inspired by eliminating 
everything we despise about traditional, boring online and 
classroom training. 
 
Hollywood meets IT training: online classrooms never looked 
this good. 
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Maximize Your Budget – And Get your Team Trained NOW 
A single StormWind course is typically HALF the cost of traditional classroom training, but with our Cyber Security bundle priced at 
less than the cost of TWO security courses, you can afford to turn your entire team into a highly trained security SWAT team - and 
do it in less time.  
 

 Other Training Providers StormWind EPIC Live 

 
Course Fees 

 
Most training providers charge around $3500 for a 
SINGLE 5-day security course – and that include the T&E 
costs for each of your team members to attend. 
 

 
StormWind’s Cyber Security Bundle price is less than 
you would pay for TWO security courses from other 
providers. And there’s ZERO hit to your travel budget. 

Productivity 
Loss 

Multiply the weekly salary of each person you need to 
get trained by the number of courses they SHOULD 
attend - the indirect costs of attendance skyrocket, as 
does the amount of time your network suffers from 
neglect. 

With EPIC Live you don’t have to leave a skeleton crew 
monitoring your network while a select few “go to 
training”. With online delivery of short sessions and 
immediate access to On Demand recordings, training 
can be done anytime, anywhere – including ON THE 
JOB.  
 

Time to 
Competence 

At $3500 per course, or more, how many courses can 
you afford to send each team member to in a given 
fiscal year? How long do you typically have to wait in 
order to “find the right time” to send them? 
 

Get your team started TODAY. They don’t have to “wait 
for the next course”, and they can attend ALL classes in 
the bundle as many times as they need or want for a 
full year. 

 
 
 
Mitigate the BIGGEST Threat to your Network: Your End Users 
Increase your security posture quickly and with minimal investment by ensuring that your end-users are equipped with the 
knowledge necessary to be good stewards of your organizations’ data. From the CEO to the new sales representative, any 
individual that has access to your information system needs a thorough understanding of their effect on cybersecurity.  
 
StormWind’s Cyber SAFE End User Security Awareness and Certification program is designed for non-technical end-users of 
computers, mobile devices, networks, and the Internet – really, any connected user. Students will learn to identify many of the 
common risks involved in using conventional end-user technology, and learn ways to use it safely, protecting themselves and their 
organization from those risks. 
 
For more information about Cyber SAFE End User Security Awareness and Certification, please contact your StormWind sales 
representative. Enterprise pricing is available. 

 
 

 


